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of  pure distinction
window blinds

vertical blinds offer the ultimate in shading flexibility and 

privacy along with modern clean lines and stunning fabrics

vertical blinds offer the ultimate in shading flexibility and 

privacy along with modern clean lines and stunning fabrics

try mixing and 
matching plain 

and patterned louvres 

to achieve a bespoke 
blind that really reflects 

your personality

Vertical blinds offer you maximum flexibility and creativity. 

The innovative design allows the louvres to be drawn 

neatly back to the side to offer clear views. The louvres can 

also be rotated through 180 degrees allowing the user to 

control light levels within any room, yet maintain privacy.

The vertical fabric range is an eclectic mix of beautiful 

jacquard weaves and designs in contemporary 

colourways, exotic grass effects, organic natural hues and 

luxury metallic lustres, all of which will create window blinds 

of pure distinction.

Our vertical blind fabrics also feature special finishes which 

allow them to be easily maintained to keep your blinds 

looking great for many years to come.confetti chartreuse 
carnival chartreuse 

contemporary
style



finishing
touches

oslo
jasper

enhance your interior design schemes with 

superior headrails for the ultimate in style

our unique premium 
slimline vogue® 

headrails are the perfect 

finishing touch for your 

vertical blind

Slimline Vogue® operating systems 

feature finishes to maximise the impact 

of your louvre blind,  complementing 

classical and contemporary furnishing for 

that finishing touch. Select from Piano 

Black, Champagne Gold, 

Brushed Aluminium, Ice White or 

Espresso Brown.

Slimline Vogue® is a superior operating 

system that looks as good as it performs. 

  -    Elegant round profile will complement 

design influences 

  -  Life cycle tested to provide trouble 

free operation for years to come 

  -  Contrasting or co-ordinating 

components allow further 

personalisation

  -  Unique valance provides an 

opportunity to mix or match textiles 

and finishes to the operating system

slimline vogue
choose a

premium headrail

®

Espresso Brown

Brushed Aluminium

Champagne Gold

Ice White Matching fabric valances

Piano Black
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sophistication
versatile

open linen
elderberry

gorgeous fabrics and finishing touches to suit 

every room in the home

fine dining

Vertical blinds are the most versatile 

of all modern window furnishings. It's 

rotating louvres allow you to combine 

privacy with total light control. Made to 

measure vertical blinds are available as 

89mm or 127mm louvre widths.

There are fabrics within our range to 

suit every room, colour scheme and 

shading requirement.

Louvolite® blinds are designed not only to 

be long lasting and look fantastic, but to 

be energy efficient and child safe too.

Energy saving Vertical blinds reduce solar 

gain during the summer months and help 

insulate your home, reducing the amount 

of heat loss through the window in winter.

We all know that as children grow their 

curiosity does too, which is why here 

at Louvolite® we make child safety our 

priority. All blinds are designed to be 

inherently child safe and we recommend 

wand operation for vertical blinds.

with

fashionable fabrics
stylish shading

child safe
energy efficient

f lutter
white

serene dreams
with

papillon
misty blue

luxury living
with



if  you have been inspired by any of  these gorgeous 

vertical blinds, then visit your local louvolite® retailer or 

head to our website  for further information

www.louvolite.com

vertical blinds retailer...
your local louvolite® accredited


